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Have you ever wondered how one space in your interiors can stand out from

the entire space in your house? Well, if you ever want to discover how you can

incorporate some of the most amazing ideas and turn them into a statement

space, here are some easy ideas to make them a part of your home. Here are 8

statement walls you can design and play around with making them the focal

point of your home. A perfect way to add color, life, and energy to any space is

by creating a statement or accent walls. 

DECOR ART

8 BEST STATEMENT WALLS

 
Statement or Accent walls can change the look of a space giving it more

individuality and style.

CLICK HERE TO READ THE  COMPLETE STORY
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SUSTAINABLY
RESTORED

Principal and Founding Architect Dady Banaji established Banaji & Associates

in Bombay (India) as an innovative and integrated practice in 1960. The firm

gained an international reputation in 1981 with the introduction of its Design

Studio in Muscat, Sultanate of Oman. He believed that good design works in

harmony with people's lives; reflecting the way they live and adding style and

inspiration to their home life. Today the illustrious firm has a new-age vision

ushered by Architect Jamshed Banaji and Nirmala Banaji towards a global

strategy incorporating the principles of care and integrity. The firm's expertise

encompasses almost the complete spectrum of architecture and interior

design. Jamshed Banaji has spent over 25 years making rigorously simple

architecture that speaks of the fundamentals absorbed during his formation

years in the university.

CLICK HERE TO READ THE COMPLETE STORY

SUSTAINABLY RESTORED

Principal architect Jamshed Banaji and Nirmala Banaji of Banaji & Associates

have meticulously restored and designed Coirato Villa in Aldona Goa as the

quintessential Portuguese abode.
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Modica Boutique Hotel is located inland on one of the most beautiful and

expressive coastlines of Sicily. Compared to other hotels in the area, which

choose to focus on more traditional regional aesthetics, the MBH focuses on a

minimalist and elegant design that recalls the living-room-style concept,

opening its doors to both personal and professional guests. The hotel is

designed by CaberlonCaroppi Italian Touch Architects. This architecture

studio born in 2004 from the design spirit shared by the two architects and

founders Chiara Caberlon and Ermanno Caroppi.

 

Architects Chiara Caberlon and Ermanno Caroppi of Caberlon Caroppi have

designed the Modica Boutique Hotel located on the beautiful island of Sicily.

CLICK HERE TO READ THE  COMPLETE STORY
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